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Bulgaria, one of the best preserved hidden corners of Eastern Europe.
Beautiful nature, huge cultural legacy, folklore and delicious cuisine defines that
destination, ideal for inspirational and unforgettable incentives and events. They
landscapes aren’t something that goes unnoticed, big parks and gardens,
wonderful mountain ranges, a wooded mass of granite, the Mountain Vitosha,
pure water and fresh breezes.
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Day 1
Bulgaria

Country Name

Day 1
o

Morning - Arrival

Meet and greet at Sofia airport.
Hotel check-in and buffet style lunch.

o

Afternoon – Sofia City Center in a retro mobil

A discovery tour in retro cars will help us get under the skin of our beautiful city. One of the ancient European
cities, Sofia is the capital of Bulgaria and a modern European city nowadays.
Numerous archaeological, cultural and historical monuments from its rich Thracian, Byzantine, Roman, Slav and
Turkish history have been preserved among the modern edifices, the blend of the new and the old lending a
charming quality to the capital.
o

Evening – Acapela Singing and a Cocktail Party

Bulgarian acapella singing is world famous and considered as one of the unique representations of human
civilisation. Therefore a famous Bulgarian song “Izlel e Delyo Haidutin” was included in the time capsule placed in
the Voyager 2 space shuttle.
Tonight we will get the chance to enjoy the mystery of the Bulgarian voices in the Crypt of Alexander Nevski
Cathedral along with a cocktail party served on the spot.
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o

Day 2

Option 1 - A full day trip to the Rila Monastery - Unesco Heritage

The “St. Ivan Rilski” monastery is the biggest spiritual and cultural center in Bulgaria for hundreds of years and
was listed in UNESCO book. It is situated at 117 km away from Sofia, in Rila Mountain at 1147 m above the sea
level. Founded in the 10th century, the Rila Monastery is regarded as one of Bulgaria's most important cultural,
historical and architectural monuments. The monastery is a complex of cultural, dwelling and farming buildings
which take about 8800 square meters centered on the inner yard where the tower and the main church are
situated.
o

Option 2 - A full day trip into Iskar Gorge

The Bulgarian National Railways exist for more than 120 years now. Corona Express, made in 1938 in Germany, is
a nicely renovated steam engine composition of railcars, exclusively reserved for the official travels of late king
Boris III and his family. We offer this unique travelling business meeting and cocktail party on board in the highquality comfort from the beginning of 20 century.

o

Evening

Dinner and wine tasting while having the opportunity to take some Bulgarian dancing lessons in the hotel
restaurant.
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Day 3
o

Morning

Breakfast at leisure and a late departure
Boyana Church - 13 Century Unesco Heritage
This little church is one of the few complete and perfectly preserved mediaeval monuments testifying to the
significant contribution of Bulgarian monumental painting to European culture in the Middle Ages.
o

Afternoon

A visit to the National Museum of History, which is located at the foot of Vitosha Mountains and occupying one of
the former Residential Buildings from the Communist times. It is the largest historical museum in the country with
the best collection of artifacts following the history of Bulgarian lands.

o

Evening

Farewell dinner at Traditional Restaurant including folklore singing and dancing programme as well as the
Bulgarian pagan ritual fire dancing. The performer dances with bear feet on charcoals under meditating rhythms.
The latter is an impressive activity, which takes place in the open and is weather permitting.
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Day 4

o

Departure

Breakfast at leisure and airport departures.
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